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a b s t r a c t 
Context: When software-based systems evolve, their requirements change. The changes in requirements affect
the associated acceptance tests, which should be adapted accordingly. In practice, however, requirements and
their acceptance tests are not always kept up-to-date nor aligned. Such inconsistencies may introduce software
quality problems, unintended costs and project delays.
Objective: In order to keep evolving requirements and their acceptance tests aligned, we are developing an
approach called GuideGen. GuideGen automatically generates guidance in natural language about how to adapt
the impacted acceptance tests when their requirements change.
Method: We have implemented GuideGen as a prototype tool and evaluated it in two studies: first, by assessing
the correctness, completeness, understandability and relevance of the generated guidance using three data sets
from industry and second, by assessing the applicability and usefulness of the approach and the tool with 23
practitioners from ten companies.
When a requirement having more than one associated acceptance test is changed, GuideGen currently gen- 
erates guidance for all of them together. As a first step towards overcoming this limitation, we assessed how
well existing methods for change impact analysis can identify the tests actually impacted by the changes in a
requirement.
Results: In the first study, we found that GuideGen produced correct guidance in about 67 to 89 percent of
all changes. Our approach performed better for agile requirements than for traditional ones. The results of the
second study show that GuideGen is perceived to be useful, but that the practitioners would prefer a GuideGen
plug-in for commercial tools instead of a standalone tool. Further, in our experiment we could correctly identify
the affected acceptance tests for 63% to 91% of the changes in the requirements.
Conclusion: Our approach facilitates the alignment of acceptance tests with the actual requirements and can
improve the communication between requirements engineers and testers.
1. Introduction
Keeping requirements and their acceptance tests aligned and up-to- 
date is a challenging task due to the additional effort required and in- 
sufficient communication of requirement changes [1,2] . Mismatches be- 
tween requirements and acceptance tests eventually lead to mismatches 
between stakeholders’ expectations and the actual software behavior. In 
many projects this is discovered only late and companies are faced with 
unintended costs, delivery delays and unsatisfied customers. 
In order to have consistent and up-to-date documents, many re- 
searchers try to automatically identify which documents are related to 
each other and which of them are impacted by a change [3,4] . However, 
there is little research about how to actually update impacted documents, 
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although it would be beneficial to have guidance about what actions to 
perform [5] . 
To close this gap in the state of the art, we are developing Guide- 
Gen , an approach for keeping acceptance tests aligned with evolving 
requirements. GuideGen analyzes changes in textual requirements and 
automatically generates guidance on how to modify affected acceptance 
tests. Our approach aims at both reducing the effort for aligning accep- 
tance tests with the actual requirements and improving the communica- 
tion between requirements engineers and developers/testers. We have 
demonstrated the feasibility of our approach by implementing a proto- 
type tool for GuideGen. 
By analyzing changed sentences and words in a requirement, we 
derive guidance in form of a set of concrete suggestions about what 
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should be changed in the acceptance test(s) associated with a changed 
requirement. Note that GuideGen assumes that traceability links 
between requirements and acceptance tests exist. The GuideGen tool 
also provides an easy way for communicating changes and the gener- 
ated guidance to all interested parties. The changes are communicated 
via automatically generated e-mails and warnings shown directly in the 
application. 
We evaluated GuideGen with two studies. In the first study, we 
generated suggestions for 262 changes of real-world requirements in 
three companies. The suggestions were then evaluated in terms of cor- 
rectness, completeness, understandability and relevance. In the sec- 
ond study, we performed a qualitative evaluation of the usefulness 
and applicability of GuideGen with twenty-three practitioners from ten 
companies. 
The results from our qualitative evaluation showed that one of the 
major shortcomings of GuideGen is the limitation to only one accep- 
tance test per requirement. Therefore, we improved GuideGen to sup- 
port multiple tests per requirement. This introduced a new challenge of 
identifying which of the related tests is affected by a change in the re- 
lated requirement. As a first step towards solving this challenge, we per- 
formed an experiment to assess whether existing approaches for change 
impact analysis between textual artifacts can be used for identifying the 
affected acceptance tests. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we summa- 
rize the main contributions of this paper. We then present our approach 
in Section 3 and describe our tool in Section 4 . In Sections 5 and 6 , 
we present a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation of GuideGen. In 
Section 7 we describe an assessment of the existing methods for change 
impact analysis and their applicability to GuideGen. The results of the 
evaluations and assessment are discussed in Section 8 . Related work is 
presented in Section 9 and Section 10 concludes. 
2. Main contributions of the paper
This article is an extension of our REFSQ 2018 conference paper [6] . 
It provides a comprehensive description of GuideGen: the approach, the 
tool and two evaluations. To achieve this, we also include some material 
from three other publications about GuideGen [7–9] . 
The main contributions of this paper over our previous work are as 
follows: 
First we present the improvements of GuideGen that we made based 
on the feedback received from the two evaluations described in [6,8] : 
(1) Better recall by also considering changes of numerical values. Al- 
though there were not many numerical values in our data sets, we 
learned that their changes affect the associated acceptance tests and 
should be processed accordingly. By taking changes of numerical val- 
ues into consideration when generating guidance, we reduce the risk of 
missing suggestions that are relevant to test engineers. 
(2) Extended notification system. GuideGen now notifies subscribed 
users not only about modifications in requirements, but also about ad- 
ditions of new requirements and adaptations applied to acceptance tests. 
(3) More features. By providing more features, we aim at extending 
the applicability of GuideGen to larger and more complex projects that, 
for instance, involve one-to-many relationships between requirements 
and acceptance tests documents, contain more complex document orga- 
nization or different roles involved in the project. 
In Section 4.5 we provide a summary of the extensions and differ- 
ences between GuideGen versions. 
Second, we assessed how well existing methods for change impact 
analysis between textual artifacts perform when applied between re- 
quirements and acceptance tests. In an experiment, we applied NARCIA 
[10] and ImpRec [11] on a small data set from industry. We found that, 
when the correct input is given, NARCIA can correctly identify affected 
acceptance tests in more than 90% and ImpRec in around 63% of the 
cases. The experiment is described in detail in Section 7 . 
Finally, we provide more details about the GuideGen approach and 
the GuideGen tool, for example, about the rules for generating guidance, 
the architecture of the tool, and its user interface. 
Combining the previous and the new contributions we provide a 
comprehensive overview of the GuideGen approach and tool. 
3. The GuideGen approach
In this section, we first provide an overview of the GuideGen ap- 
proach. Then we discuss the relevant implementation details. 
3.1. Approach overview 
Fig. 1 presents an overview of the GuideGen approach. As soon as a 
requirements engineer applies changes to a requirement and saves them, 
GuideGen performs the following three steps: 
1. Identification of relevant change patterns : By comparing the
old and the new version of the changed requirement, GuideGen identi- 
fies the elements that have been changed and their change types; 
2. Generating guidance : In this step, GuideGen formulates sugges- 
tions in natural language on how to manage the changes; 
3. Notification of subscribed parties : Finally, the changes can be
communicated to the interested parties via e-mails and warnings. 
We explain these three steps in the subsequent sub-sections, using 
the following example: 
Added words are green and underlined, removed words are red and 
struck through and black words are unchanged. The suggestions gener- 
ated for these changes are presented in Table 1 . 
3.1.1. Identification of relevant change patterns 
The first step in our approach is to identify relevant change patterns 
applied to a requirement. 
A change pattern is characterized by the change type (add, delete, 
or modify) and the changed element (a whole sentence or a word). For 
instance, when the changed element is a whole sentence, the change pat- 
tern is “A sentence is added ” or “A sentence is deleted ”. If the changed 
element is a word, an example of a change pattern is “A verb is deleted ”
or “A verb is modified ”. 
Relevant change patterns are the ones whose changes require the ac- 
ceptance tests to be adapted. In particular, relevant change patterns in 
our approach are the ones that directly or indirectly cause the change 
of some action, since acceptance tests contain a list of actions to be per- 
formed. 
To identify the relevant change patterns, we first analyze whether 
a sentence is added, deleted or modified. Then we proceed by analyz- 
ing the relevant word classes (e.g. verbs, nouns, etc.) that have been 
changed in a modified sentence. Finally we classify each of the detected 
changes as relevant or irrelevant. 
Identify added, deleted and modified sentences. The goal of this 
step is to identify whether a whole sentence has been added, deleted or 
its parts have been modified. 
In order to do this, we first split the old and the new version of the up- 
dated requirement into sentences (oldReq and newReq in further text). 
We then compare all the sentences from oldReq with the sentences from 
newReq by calculating the similarity between them. Based on the simi- 
larity, we determine whether the sentence is unchanged, added, deleted 
or modified. 
Identify relevant word classes. After identifying sentences that 
have been added, deleted and modified, we proceed to analyze what 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the GuideGen approach [6] . 
Table 1 
The identified relevant change patterns with the corresponding guidance. 
Relevant change patterns Generated guidance 
Deletion of the sentence “The addition of a new doctor must be first 
approved by the admin ”
Delete steps or their parts which verify that the addition of a new 
doctor must befirst approved by the admin. 
Addition of the subject “doctor ” Make sure that now the doctor can modify personal data of that 
doctor. Add the steps which verify this activity. 
Deletion of the object “status ” Delete steps or their parts which verify that the admin can 
modify the status of a doctor. 
Addition of the sentence “Only doctors can modify their status ”. Add new steps or modify existing steps to verify that only 
doctors can modify their status. 
Addition of the sentence “The admin must be logged-in order to 
modify personal data of a doctor ”. 
Add new steps or modify existing steps to verify that the admin 
must be logged-in in order to modify personal data of a doctor. 
changes were applied to the modified sentences. We identify word 
classes (e.g., noun, verb) in the sentence and then, for each of these 
classes, we determine its change type (add/delete/modify). 
Identify change types. In this step we perform classifying identi- 
fied changes into relevant and irrelevant. We consider a change to be 
relevant if it is likely to impact acceptance tests. Since acceptance tests 
contain a list of actions to be performed and as actions are generally 
expressed using verbs in English sentences, we consider verbs as the 
principal element of analysis in GuideGen. More concretely, we con- 
sider a change in a requirement to be relevant if it involves an addition, 
deletion or modification of a verb or of another relevant word class that 
relates to a verb. 
Relevant word classes, besides verbs, are nouns, adjectives and nu- 
merical values. Changes of determiners, adverbs and prepositions are 
not taken into consideration, since we assume that they do not influ- 
ence any actions and, therefore, do not have an impact on acceptance 
tests. If a whole sentence has been added, it is considered to be relevant 
only if it contains at least one verb. 
Suggestions are generated only for the relevant change patterns, 
while other changes are considered to be irrelevant and are, therefore, 
not further processed. As presented in Table 1 , in our example, the fol- 
lowing change patterns are considered to be relevant: (1) A deletion of 
the sentence “The addition of a new doctor must be first approved by 
the admin ”, (2) an addition of the noun “doctor ”, (3) a deletion of the 
noun “status ”, (4) an addition of the sentence “Only doctors can mod- 
ify their status ” and (5) an addition of the sentence “The admin must 
be logged-in order to modify personal data of a doctor ”. Other change 
patterns, such as deleting the determiner “the ” or conjunction “and ” are 
irrelevant and not further processed. 
In the following text we describe how we generate suggestions for 
the relevant change patterns. 
3.1.2. Generating guidance 
The goal of this step is to generate suggestions about how to modify 
the affected acceptance tests so that they stay aligned with the changed 
requirements. An example of a suggestion is Add new steps or modify 
existing steps to verify that only user can modify its status . 
In order to generate a suggestion we define its static and dynamic 
parts, based on the rules we formulated. All the rules for defining 
static and dynamic parts according to the change type are presented in 
Table 2 . 
The details about how we formulate the static and the dynamic parts 
of a suggestion are presented in Section 3.2.3 . 
3.1.3. Notification of subscribed parties 
Our notification system allows requirements engineers to send an au- 
tomatically generated e-mail to subscribed parties (in particular, testers) 
when a requirement has been changed. The message contains the previ- 
ous and the updated version of the requirement, the generated guidance 
and the summarized changes. 
Further, the notification system sends an automatically generated e- 
mail to requirements engineers as soon as test engineers apply changes 
to an affected acceptance test. 
When a new requirement is added GuideGen also generates an-email 
that is sent to testers and other subscribers. The e-mail contains the ID, 
title and text of the newly added requirement and a note that a new 
acceptance test should be added accordingly. 
Finally, users are notified about changes and mismatches between 
documents via warnings that are shown in the application whenever 
acceptance tests are not aligned to their requirements or when a new 
requirement is added. 
The examples of e-mails and warnings are shown in the next section. 
3.2. Implementation details 
In this subsection we describe implementation details of the previ- 
ously described steps. 
3.2.1. Identifying added, deleted and modified sentences 
For splitting a requirement into sentences we use an implementa- 
tion of the Stanford sentence splitting algorithm [12] . The similarity 
between two sentences is calculated using an existing semantic similar- 
ity toolkit [13] , called SEMILAR. In particular, we use greedy matching 
for word to word similarity that is based on WordNet. The reason for 
choosing this algorithm is that other algorithms, provided in SEMILAR, 
are too slow due to usage of LSA and LDA corpora. 
Sentences are unchanged when the similarity between them is equal 
to one. If they are changed and a sentence in the oldReq does not have 
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Table 2 
The rules for formulating suggestions. Static parts are in boldface, while dynamic parts are italicized. 
Change patterns: The structure of suggestions: 
An addition/a deletion of a whole sentence Add/Delete steps or their parts which verify that + the whole sentence that has 
been added or deleted . 
An addition/a deletion of a non-auxiliary verb that is not in “ing ” form and 
has at least one related subject 
Add/Delete steps or their parts which verify that + subjects with their determiners 
and adjectives + auxiliary verbs + adverbs + changed verb + prepositions + objects 
with their determiners and adjectives (sorted by word ID) . 
An addition/a deletion of a non-auxiliary verb that is not in “ing ” form and 
has no related subjects 
Add new/Delete steps or modify existing steps to verify that someone should + 
auxiliary verbs + adverbs + changed verb + prepositions + objects with their 
determiners and adjectives (sorted by word ID) . 
An addition/a deletion of a non-auxiliary verb in “ing ” form Add new/Delete steps or modify existing steps to verify that + adverbs + 
changed verb + words after the added verb . 
An addition/a deletion of a non-auxiliary verb in “ing ” form Add new/Delete steps or modify existing steps to verify that + adverbs + 
changed verb + words after the added verb . 
Changing verb from positive to negative (e.g. does- > doesn’t) or from 
negative to positive 
Make sure that now + subjects + changed verb + verbs related + prepositions + 
objects with their determiners and adjectives (sorted by word ID) . 
A modification of a verb that has at least one related subject Modify steps which verify that + subject(s) + auxiliary verb + the old verb + 
prepositions + objects with their determiners and adjectives (sorted by word ID). 
Replace + the old verb + with + the new verb + in order to test that + 
subject(s) + auxiliary verbs + the new verb + prepositions + objects with their 
determiners and adjectives (sorted by word ID) . 
A modification of a verb with no subjects related Modify steps which verify how to the old verb + prepositions + objects with their 
determiners and adjectives (sorted by word ID). Replace + the old verb + with + 
the new verb + in order to test that someone should + the new verb + 
prepositions + objects with their determiners and adjectives (sorted by word ID) . 
An addition of a subject Make sure that now the added subject + the remaining words in the sentence excluding 
other subjects . Add the steps which verify this activity . 
A deletion of a subject Delete steps which verify that the deleted subject + the remaining words in the 
sentence excluding other subjects . 
A modification of a subject Modify steps which verify that the old subject + the remaining words in the old 
sentence excluding other subjects . Replace + the old subject + with + the new 
subject + in order to test that + the new subject + the remaining words in the new 
sentence until another non-related subject . 
An addition/a deletion of an object that has at least one related subject Add new/delete steps which verify that subject(s) with their determiners and 
adjectives + verb(s) + prepositions + added object with their determiners, adjectives 
and numerical values . 
An addition/a deletion of an object with no subjects related Add new/delete steps which verify that someone should verb(s) + prepositions + 
added object with their determiners, adjectives and numerical values . 
A modification of an object that has at least one related subject Modify steps which verify that + subject(s) with their determiners and adjectives + 
verb(s) + prepositions + the old object with its determiners and adjectives . Replace 
+ the old object + the new object + in order to test that + subject(s) with its 
determiners and adjectives + verb(s) + prepositions + the new object with its 
determiners, adjectives and numerical values . 
A modification of an object with no subjects related Modify steps which verify that someone should + verb(s) + prepositions + the old 
object with its determiners and adjectives . Replace + the old object + the new 
object + in order to test that someone should + verb(s) + prepositions + the 
new object with its determiners, adjectives and numerical values . 
A modification of a noun: singular to plural Make sure that now there are more than one + the modified noun . 
A modification of a noun: plural to singular Make sure that now there is only one + the modified noun . 
An addition of an adjective Make sure that now + the related noun + should be + the added adjective + the 
noun . Modify the steps in the acceptance test by adding the adjective + the 
added adjective + in front of the noun + the noun . 
A deletion of an adjective Make sure that now + noun + is not + the deleted adjective + noun + any more. 
Modify the steps in the acceptance test by deleting the adjective + the deleted 
adjective . 
A modification of an adjective Replace + the old adjective + noun + with + the new adjective + noun in the 
acceptance test . 
An addition of a numerical value with no other numerical value related, is 
greater that 1 and the change is not from singular to plural 
Make sure that now there are exactly + numerical value + the related noun . 
A deletion of a numerical value with no other numerical value related, is 
greater that 1 and the change is not from singular to plural 
Make sure that now it does not have to be exactly + the numerical value + the 
related noun . 
A modification of a numerical value with no other numerical value related, 
is greater that 1 and the change is not from singular to plural 
Make sure that now there are + the new numerical value + the related noun + 
instead of + the old numerical value + the related noun . 
An addition of a numerical value with other numerical value related Make sure that now there can be also + the numerical value + the related noun . 
A deletion of a numerical value with other numerical value related Make sure that now there cannot be + the numerical value + the related noun + 
any more . 
a corresponding one in the newReq so that the similarity score be- 
tween them is greater than a given modification threshold , then this sen- 
tence is considered as deleted. When the similarity score between two 
sentences is above the modification threshold, these sentences are can- 
didates for modified sentences. We choose the best match – a pair of sen- 
tences whose similarity score is the highest among other pair candidates. 
When we remove best matches, unchanged sentences and already iden- 
tified deleted sentences from the oldReq and the newReq, there might be 
leftovers. The leftovers in the newReq are added sentences and the left- 
overs in the oldReq are deleted sentences. A flow diagram and a pseudo 
code of the algorithm are shown in Fig. 2 . 
Fig. 3 shows the calculated similarities between the old and the new 
version of the changed requirement. 
The first sentence is eliminated from the further analysis because 
the similarity score is S(1,1) = 1. Since all scores calculated for the 
second sentence, S(2,2) = 0.36, S(2,3) = 0.11 and S(2,4) = 0.5, are 
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Fig. 2. The algorithm for identifying added, deleted and modified sentences [6] . 
Fig. 3. Calculated similarity scores for the sentences in the example [6] . 
below the modification threshold (0.6), the second sentence in the ol- 
dReq is found to be deleted. The third sentence in the oldReq has 
two matching sentences in the newReq for which the similarity is 
above the modification threshold: S(3,2) = 0.86 and S(3,4) = 0.62. We 
choose the best match, in this case S(3,2). Therefore, the third sen- 
tence in the oldReq is modified to the second sentence in the newReq. 
The third and the fourth sentence in the newReq become leftovers. 
Since they are both in the newReq, we find these two sentences to be 
added. 
Determining the modification threshold. We use a value of 0.6 for 
the modification threshold. We determined this value by experimen- 
tation: we took ten sentences from a requirements document and ap- 
plied twenty change patterns to each of them; resulting in 200 compar- 
isons. The value of 0.6 yielded the best results for identifying added, 
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Fig. 4. An example of the output of SyntaxNet [6] . 
deleted and modified sentences in this sample. The evaluation of Guide- 
Gen confirmed that 0.6 is a good value for the modification threshold 
(see Section 5.2 ). Note that the data set used for determining the modi- 
fication threshold was not used in the evaluation of GuideGen. 
Managing enumerated sentences. We treat enumerated sentences (i.e., 
sentences containing bullet points) by transforming them into plain sen- 
tences. For example, the tool transforms the sentence 
“A user can insert: - name, 
- surname. ”
into: “A user can insert name ” and “A user can insert surname ”. If 
a bullet point is added or deleted, the change is treated as an addition 
or a deletion of a plain sentence. For instance, if we add “- e-mail ”, this 
change is treated as the addition of the sentence “A user can insert e- 
mail ”. Otherwise, the addition of a noun that has no related verbs would 
be classified as an irrelevant change pattern and the addition of the noun 
“email ” would not be further processed. 
3.2.2. Identifying relevant word classes 
For identifying word classes we use Google’s implementation of a 
globally normalized transition-based neural network model, called Syn- 
taxNet [14] . Besides the word class, SyntaxNet determines the grammat- 
ical function (e.g., subject, object) for each word in a sentence, as well 
as dependencies between words which are represented as dependency 
numbers. We use these when defining static and dynamic parts of a sug- 
gestion, as it will be described in further text. Fig. 4 shows an example 
of the output of SyntaxNet. 
In order to identify whether words have been added, deleted or mod- 
ified, we adapted the algorithm implemented in a text-based diff en- 
gine, called Text_Diff [15] . Text_Diff detects changes at a phrase level. 
We process the output from Text_Diff so that we get the changes on a 
word level. We show this using the following modified sentence from our 
example: 
When processing this sentence, the original Text_Diff algorithm de- 
tects the addition of the phrases “and the doctor ” and “that ” and the 
deletion of the phrases “and the status ” and “a ”, as follows: 
We adapted the algorithm so that it detects additions and deletions 
of each word in these phrases: 
3.2.3. Generating guidance 
Deriving the rules for generating change suggestions We formu- 
lated the rules with informal experimentation and by considering typical 
sentence structures in requirements documents. We analyzed sentences 
from a requirements document written as free text and by analyzing 
publicly available user stories,(e.g. on Trello 1 ). 
In the free-text document we found and analyzed twenty require- 
ments that have related acceptance tests. Since publicly available user 
stories often do not have acceptance tests related, we additionally used 
examples of user stories with acceptance criteria from the websites 2 that 
explain the best practices and are not necessarily focused on data only. 
None of these sentences nor documents are used when evaluating the 
approach. 
Defining the static parts of a suggestion The static parts of a sug- 
gestion differ according to the previously identified change patterns. For 
instance, if a whole sentence has been added to a requirement, the static 
part of the suggestion is “Add steps or their parts which verify that ”, as 
presented in Table 2 . Accordingly, if a whole sentence has been deleted, 
the static part of the suggestion is “Delete steps or their parts which 
verify that ”. 
If a sentence has been modified, the static parts are formulated ac- 
cording to the modification type: whether a verb, subject, object, ad- 
jective or a numerical value is added/deleted/modified or a noun is 
changed from singular to plural, etc. For instance, if a subject is added, 
the static parts of the suggestion are “Make sure that now +{dynamic 
part} ” and “Add the steps which verify this activity ”. 
Defining the dynamic parts of a suggestion The dynamic parts fill 
the gaps between the static parts. They differ according to the type of 
the changed element, as shown in Table 3 . 
Adding/Deleting the whole sentence: If a whole sentence has been 
added or deleted, the dynamic part contains all words in that sentence, 
as presented in Table 2 . For instance, in our example, for the deleted 
sentence “The addition of a new doctor must be first approved by the 
admin ”, the dynamic part contains all words from that sentence, as pre- 
sented in Table 1 in italic. 
Adding/Deleting/Modifying a subject: When the changed element is 
a subject, the dynamic part contains that subject with its determiners 
and adjectives, followed by the words that appear after the changed 
subject, as presented in Table 2 . In our example, for the addition of 
the subject “doctor ” the following words are taken for formulating the 
dynamic part: The determiner “the ”, which is directly related to the 
added noun “doctor ”, and the words that appear after the added noun in 
the new version of the changed requirement: “can modify personal data 
of that doctor ”. When sorted by word index, we formulate the dynamic 
part: “the doctor can modify personal data of that doctor ”, as presented in 
Table 1 . 
If the modified sentence contains other subjects, besides the changed 
one, those are not included in the dynamic parts nor their related words. 
To identify the position of the words we use the word index (ID in Fig. 4 ), 
which is provided by SyntaxNet. 
Adding/Deleting/Modifying an object, a verb, an adjective or a numeri- 
cal value: When the changed element is an object, a verb, an adjective 
or a numerical value, the dynamic part contains that element plus its 
related words. We identify the related words by analyzing word classes, 
1 https://trello.com/b/MGC4RpTZ/frictionless-data-user-stories . 
2 e.g. https://medium.com/existek/acceptance-criteria-explanation-exam 
ples-and-template-82bdcde1d3c0 . 
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Table 3 
Words included in the dynamic part of a suggestion according to the changed element. 
Changed element Words included in the dynamic part 
Sentence changed element (all words in that sentence) 
Noun subject/ conjunction changed element and all words that appear after that element, excluding other subjects in the sentence 
Noun object/conjunction changed element, subjects with determiners and adjectives, verbs, prepositions with their objects 
Verb changed element, auxiliary verbs, subjects and objects with determiners and adjectives, prepositions with objects, adverbs 
Adjective changed element, related nouns 
Numerical value changed element, related nouns 
grammatical functions and dependency IDs of words in the modified 
sentence, provided by SyntaxNet. 
Related words for objects are: 
• A verb whose index corresponds to the dependency ID of the object, 
• a subject whose dependency ID refers to the index of the identified 
related verb, 
• prepositions whose dependency IDs refer to the changed object and 
• directly related numerical values. 
We recursively include their related words in the dynamic part. If an 
object is related to another, main object by a conjunction, we identify 
the words that are related to the main object. 
Related words for verbs are: 
• Directly related subjects, 
• objects, 
• prepositions and 
• adverbs with their related words and corresponding indexes and de- 
pendency IDs. 
Related words for numerical values and adjectives are the nouns that 
they directly relate to. 
In our example, the deleted object “status ” has a conjunction to the 
main object “data ”, as shown in Fig. 4 . As previously explained, in this 
case we consider related words of the main object to be related words of 
the conjunction object. As the main object “data ” has a related subject, 
we, therefore, apply the rule from Table 2 that refers to a deletion of 
an object that has at least one subject related. Therefore, we identify 
the verb “modify ” and its auxiliary verb “can ” as related to the deleted 
object “status ”. The subject “admin ” refers to the verb “modify ” and has 
a related determiner “the ”, so they are both classified as related words 
of the deleted object. The preposition “of ” directly refers to “status ” and 
it has the related noun “doctor ” with its determiner “a ”. The determiner 
“the ” is directly related to “status ”. The words are ordered by the word 
index and the dynamic part is formulated as “the admin can modify the 
status of a doctor ”, as presented in Table 1 . 
Managing several changes applied to a sentence When several 
relevant changes are applied to a sentence, we analyze which of the 
words are already processed and omit them from the further analysis. In 
such a way we avoid duplicated suggestions. For instance, when a verb 
and a noun are related and added to a sentence at once, we generate 
only one suggestion for the added verb and we omit the suggestion for 
the added noun, as the noun is already included in the first suggestion. 
4. Tool support 
We have implemented our approach in a prototype tool . GuideGen is 
a web application written in Java and deployed on Apache Tomcat [16] . 
In this section, we first characterize the users for whom the GuideGen 
tool provides support. We then describe the typical actions that users 
perform when working with GuideGen. Next, we explain the architec- 
ture of the tool and its availability. Finally, we provide a summary of 
different versions of GuideGen. 
Fig. 5. Index page: Log-in or Sign Up. 
4.1. GuideGen users 
On the one hand, GuideGen supports requirements engineers in 
maintaining the requirements of a system and in communicating all 
changes of requirements to testers, developers and other interested par- 
ties on-time and with almost no effort. On the other hand, GuideGen 
supports testers, who maintain acceptance test documents, by provid- 
ing them with guidance on how to modify impacted tests, so that they 
stay aligned and consistent with the modified requirements. In addition, 
by flagging all non-aligned acceptance tests, any stakeholder can easily 
see which acceptance tests are currently misaligned with their corre- 
sponding requirements–be it that tests do not exist yet or that they have 
not been updated after changes in the requirements. 
4.2. Using guidegen 
Upon starting GuideGen, a user can log-in or sign up, depending on 
whether the user is already registered in the system or not. In the re- 
mainder of this sub-section, we describe twelve typical actions that re- 
quirements engineers, test engineers and other users may perform when 
working with the GuideGen tool. 
Action 1. Logging to the system. Upon starting the application, the 
system show the index page with the log-in form and the link for signing 
up, as shown in Fig. 5 . 
In case that a user is already registered in the system, she inserts 
credentials into the log-in form. If the inserted data are correct, the user 
is transferred to the next page. The content of the next page depends on 
the role of the user. We defined the following roles: Requirements Engi- 
neer, Test Engineer and Other . Based on the role of the user, the system 
grants certain privileges for performing actions. The roles and privileges 
are shown in Table 4 . 
The table shows that only requirements engineers can edit or add 
new requirements and upload external, already defined requirements 
and tests. Further, only test engineers can edit or add new acceptance 
tests and upload existing requirements and tests. The users with the 
role “Other ” can only read the currently existing requirements and ac- 
ceptance tests and their data though the system, without a possibility to 
edit or add data. 
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Table 4 
The role-based privileges granted to a user. 
The role of a user Granted privileges 
Requirements Engineer can_edit_requirement_data, add_new_requirement, 
upload_list_of_requirements_and_tests 
Test Engineer can_edit_acceptance_test_data, add_new_acceptance_test, 
upload_list_of_requirements_and_tests 
All (Requirements Engineer, Test 
Engineer, Other 3 ) 
sign_Up, log-in, view_requirement_data, 
view_acceptance_test_data, filter_non_aligned_documents, 
choose_type_of_documents_to_list 
3 Other refers to developers, managers, architects and other stakeholders interested in the 
requirements and acceptance tests of a system. 
Fig. 6. The form shown to requirements engineers after logging. 
Fig. 7. The form shown to test engineers after logging. 
Fig. 6 shows the content of the page to which requirements engi- 
neers are transferred after logging to the system, while Fig. 7 shows the 
content for test engineers. 
In Fig. 7 is shown that test engineers cannot add a test case without 
any related requirement, as there is no button for adding an acceptance 
test. The usual practice is that new acceptance tests are added only after 
the requirements are added [8] , [2] and, therefore, we followed this 
concept in GuideGen. 
Action 2. Signing up to the system. By clicking on the link “Sign 
up ” (see Fig. 5 ), a user is transferred to the page with the Sign up form, 
as shown in Fig. 8 . 
The user inserts her personal data and chooses one of the three, pre- 
viously explained, roles. 
Action 3. Uploading a new collection of requirements and their 
tests. When a user chooses to upload a new collection of requirements, 
she clicks on the button “Choose a file ” (see Figs. 6 and 7 ). In the current 
implementation of GuideGen, the user chooses an Excel file stored in 
the file system, from which the collection is loaded. This can be easily 
customized, so that GuideGen supports other file formats, besides Excel. 
After uploading the requirements and their tests, the user can choose 
to view the content of one of the following folders: Technical, Business 
or All, as shown in Fig. 9 . 
Low-level requirements and acceptance tests are stored in the folder 
Technical, high-level requirements and tests are kept in the folder Busi- 
Fig. 8. The Sign up form. 
Fig. 9. Folders with different types of documents. 
Fig. 10. All documents present in the system. 
ness, while the folder All contains all requirements and tests that are 
currently present in the system. 
Fig. 10 shows all the requirements and their tests that are currently 
present in the system, while business and technical requirements and 
their tests are presented respectively in Figs. 11 and 12 . 
Action 4. Adding a single requirement through the GuideGen 
form. In case that a new requirement is added by using the application, 
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Fig. 11. List of high-level (business) documents. 
Fig. 12. List of low-level (technical) documents. 
Fig. 13. The form for adding a new requirement. 
GuideGen provides a user with a form that shows editable details about 
the new requirement that is being inserted. The option for adding a new 
requirement is shown to the requirements engineers only. 
The form for adding a new requirement, is shown in Fig. 13 . In this 
case a new requirement is added from the initial page for requirements 
engineers, shown previously in Fig. 6 and, therefore, the requirements 
engineer chooses the type of the requirement. When a new business re- 
quirement is being added, the type “Business ” will be pre-selected in the 
form for adding a new requirement. Accordingly, when a new technical 
requirement is being added, the type “Technical ” is pre-selected. 
All fields except “External link ” are mandatory. As soon as the re- 
quirements engineer saves a newly added requirement, the tool marks 
the requirement with a warning sign, so that all stakeholders become 
aware of the change, as presented in Fig. 14 . The warning suggests that 
a new test should be added for the created requirement. 
Fig. 14. The warning after adding a new requirement. 
Fig. 15. The e-mail generated when the requirement REQ4 is added. 
Fig. 16. The form for adding a new test case. 
In addition, the tool notifies the subscribed test engineers by e-mail 
when a new requirement has been added. The content of the e-mail is 
shown in Fig. 15 . 
Action 5. Adding a test case. By clicking on the warning link “Add 
test ” (see Fig. 14 ), a form for adding a test case is presented to a test 
engineer. The warning is visible to everybody, but the form opens only 
to test engineers. The form for adding a new test case is shown in Fig. 16 . 
By default the execution status of a newly added acceptance test is 
“Not executed ”. When other data are inserted and saved, the warning 
about the missing test in the list of requirements and their acceptance 
tests is replaced by the ID of the newly added test. 
Action 6. View the details of a requirement. When a requirements 
engineer clicks on the requirement ID in the list of requirements and 
their tests, a form with requirements details is shown, as presented in 
Fig. 17 . The form contains the information about the requirement doc- 
ument, such as ID, title, type, an external link and the text of the re- 
quirement. Next, the form contains the following meta-data: the creator 
of the requirement, the current status of the requirement (e.g. new, as- 
signed, in development, etc.), responsible person for implementing the 
requirement and responsible person for testing the requirement. 
All users are able to see the details of the requirement and its history 
of changes and to add subscribers, while only requirements engineers 
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Fig. 17. The form with details of a requirement from the perspective of a re- 
quirements engineer. 
are able to edit the details and meta-data of the requirement. Therefore, 
the buttons for editing the requirement and its meta-data are shown only 
to requirements engineers. 
Fig. 18 shows the form with the details of the requirement from a 
perspective of a test engineer. 
Action 7. Editing a requirement. Fig. 19 shows a form for edit- 
ing the information about the requirement. All data except the ID of a 
requirement can be modified. 
When information other than the text of a requirement is changed, 
GuideGen saves the changes without performing further analysis. When 
the text of a requirement is changed, as soon as the changes are saved 
GuideGen performs the analysis of the changes, generates a list of sug- 
gestions and shows the suggestions to the requirements engineer. The 
list of the generated suggestions for changes applied to REQ3.1 is shown 
in Fig. 20 . 
Action 8. Notifying subscribers about changes in requirements. 
When the generated suggestions are listed, the requirements engineer 
who made the changes to the requirement decides which of the sugges- 
tions are relevant and should be sent to the subscribed parties and which 
ones are irrelevant and should be ignored. 
Each suggestion can be ignored by clicking on the check box “Ig- 
nore ” (see Fig. 20 ). When the requirements engineer clicks on the button 
“Email subscribers ”, the relevant suggestions are sent to test engineers 
and all other subscribers via e-mail. 
The e-mail contains the data about the affected acceptance test, sug- 
gestions on how to adapt the test, the previous and the updated ver- 
sion of the changed requirement and the summarized changes (added, 
deleted and modified sentences), as presented in Fig. 21 . 
In addition to e-mails, GuideGen generates warnings which indicate 
that the related acceptance tests are no longer aligned with their require- 
ments. The warnings are shown next to the affected acceptance tests in 
the list of requirements and their tests, as presented in Fig. 22 . 
Not only that the warning sign is shown next to the ID of the affected 
test, but the ID itself also changes the color to orange when the test is 
non-aligned with its requirement. When a requirement has more than 
Fig. 18. The form with details of a requirement from the perspective of a test 
engineer. 
Fig. 19. The form for editing a requirement. 
Fig. 20. Suggestions generated for the changes in REQ3.1. 
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Fig. 21. The email sent to the subscribed parties. 
Fig. 22. The warning sign for the non-aligned test TEST-3.1. 
one related acceptance test, currently the warning sign is shown next to 
each related acceptance test ID and they all change their color to orange. 
After integrating one of the existing methods for identifying the concrete 
requirement affected by the change, we will adapt this functionality, so 
that the warning and the orange color are applied only to the affected 
acceptance test. 
The warning sign serves as a reminder for test engineers to adapt 
the non-aligned tests with their changed requirements. Fig. 22 shows 
the warning from the perspective of requirements engineers and, there- 
fore, the warning is just a text and not a link. From a perspective of a 
test engineer the warning is clickable, as explained in further text (See 
Action 9. Editing the affected test case). 
Further, by clicking on the button “Non-aligned ”, a user can filter 
all the tests that currently are not aligned with their requirements. The 
resulting list shows all non-aligned requirements and acceptance tests, 
including the newly added requirements for which the acceptance tests 
yet have to be added. This feature is especially helpful for large scale 
systems with many requirements. 
Action 9. Editing the affected test case. When a test engineer clicks 
on the ID of a non-aligned acceptance test, the form for editing the test is 
shown. The form shows the data related to the test case, such as descrip- 
tion, execution status, steps and expected results, as well as the relevant 
guidance on how to adapt the test. In such a way, test engineers can 
easily refer to the guidance when applying changes to the affected ac- 
ceptance test, as shown in Fig. 23 . 
Fig. 23. The form for editing the non-aligned test. 
Fig. 24. The e-mail generated when the previously non-aligned acceptance test 
is updated. 
When there is more than one acceptance test related to a require- 
ment, the same guidance is shown next to each of them. In our future 
work we plan to generate tailored suggestions for each of the involved 
tests. 
Action 10. Notifying subscribers about changes in acceptance 
tests. As soon as a test engineer applies the changes to the affected 
acceptance test and saves them, a notification e-mail is sent to the re- 
quirements engineer who applied the changes to the requirement and to 
all other subscribers who are interested in this change in the acceptance 
test. 
The e-mail contains the ID and the description of the test that is being 
updated and a notification message which indicates that the test is now 
aligned to its requirement, contained in the subject of the email. The 
content of the generated e-mail is shown in Fig. 24 . 
Action 11. Tracking the history of changes for a requirement. 
By clicking on the button “View history ” in the form that shows require- 
ments details (See Fig. 17 ), the history of changes for that requirement 
is shown to the user. The history is stored automatically whenever a 
requirement is changed. Fig. 25 shows the history of changes for the 
requirement REQ3.1. 
Action 12. Adding requirement subscribers. When creating a re- 
quirement, a user can insert e-mails of subscribers in the form (See 
Fig. 13 ), who will be notified whenever a change is applied to the re- 
quirement. 
A user can add additional requirement subscribers to an existing re- 
quirement by clicking on the button “Add subscribers ” in the form for 
viewing details of a requirement, shown in Figs. 17 and 18 . The form 
for adding subscribers is shown in Fig. 26 . The user can either subscribe 
himself by checking the field “Subscribe me ” or subscribe other users by 
inserting their email addresses separated by commas. 
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Fig. 25. The history of changes for the requirement REQ3.1. 
Fig. 26. The form for adding requirement subscribers from a perspective of a 
test engineer. 
Fig. 27. The details of the acceptance test TEST-3.1.1 from a requirements en- 
gineer perspective. 
Action 13. View the details of an acceptance test. When a user 
clicks on the ID of an acceptance test in the list of requirements and 
their tests, shown for instance in Figs. 11, 12, 14 or 22 , a page with the 
details of that acceptance test is shown to the user. Fig. 27 shows the 
page from a perspective of requirements engineers (there is no button 
which enable editing), while Fig. 28 shows how the page is seen by test 
engineers. 
Regardless of the role of the logged user, the page shows the ID, 
description and steps and expected results of the chosen acceptance test, 
as well as its meta-data, such as the creator this acceptance test, the 
Fig. 28. The details of the acceptance test TEST-3.1.1 from a test engineer per- 
spective. 
Fig. 29. The history of changes for the acceptance test TEST-3.1.1. 
execution status of the test (e.g. not executed, passed, failed) and the 
developer responsible for the implementation of the functionality which 
is tested with this acceptance test. Moreover, all users can see the history 
of changes or add subscribers who should be notified when changes are 
applied to the acceptance test. 
Action 14. Tracking the history of changes for an acceptance 
test. By clicking on the button “View history ” in the form that shows 
test details (See Fig. 27 ), the user is provided with the history of changes 
for that acceptance test. Similarly to the history of changes for require- 
ments, the history of acceptance tests is stored automatically on every 
acceptance test edit. Fig. 29 shows the history of changes for the accep- 
tance test TEST-3.1.1. 
Action 15. Adding acceptance test subscribers. When a test engi- 
neer creates a new test case for a requirement, GuideGen automatically 
subscribes the creator of the requirement to the newly added acceptance 
test. The user can add other subscribers when creating a test case by in- 
serting their e-mail addresses in the form for adding an acceptance test, 
shown previously in Fig. 16 . 
In order to add new acceptance test subscribers for an existing ac- 
ceptance test, the user can click on the button “Add subscribers ” in the 
form for viewing the details of the acceptance test, as shown in Figs. 27 
and 28 . The form for adding acceptance test subscribers looks the same 
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Fig. 30. The architecture of GuideGen. 
as the form for adding requirement subscribers, shown previously in 
Fig. 26 . 
4.3. The architecture of GuideGen 
GuideGen is a dynamic web project that follows the Model-View- 
Controller (MVC) architecture, as presented in Fig. 30 . According to the 
MVC pattern, the Model manages the data in our application, the View 
is a presentation layer and all background logic is managed by the Con- 
troller. In the remainder of this section we briefly describe each of these 
components. 
The Model consists of eight Java classes as shown in Fig. 30 . These 
classes interact one to another, so that, for instance, one requirement 
contains a list of acceptance tests, a sentence contains a list of words, 
etc. 
The View consists of 27 JavaServer Pages (JSP) [17] , which present 
the content of GuideGen to users and enable managing requirements, 
acceptance tests and suggestions. The majority of the pagers are shown 
in Section 4 . The remaining pages are notification pages that contain 
information messages, such as pages about errors in the application (lost 
connection, problems with the data, etc.). 
The Controller is the central component of our tool. It contains 
servlets [18] which are responsible for all the logic in the application, 
such as managing users’ authentication (LogIn and SignUp processor), 
uploading requirements and acceptance tests (FileProcessor), analyz- 
ing the changes in requirements, i.e. what sentences and what words 
have been changed and how (SentenceProcessor, SentenceAnalyzer, 
SyntaxNetHandler, RequirementChangeProcessor), generating guidance 
(GuidanceGenerator), notifying subscribed parties (EmailSender), man- 
aging history of changes in requirements and acceptance tests (Histo- 
ryHandlers) and managing an addition of new documents (AddNewRe- 
quirement/Test processors). 
4.4. Availability of the tool 
We deployed GuideGen by using a Docker container. The 
steps for running Guidegen are described in our Git repository: 
https://github.com/hotomski/guidegen . In addition, we provide a doc- 
ument with example requirements and their tests. This document can 
be uploaded to the system or used as a template for creating a new doc- 
ument with requirements and their acceptance tests to be uploaded. 
4.5. Different versions of GuideGen 
So far we have presented the GuideGen tool in its current version. 
When developing GuideGen, we have followed an iterative research path 
with three development iterations and two evaluations so far. It is there- 
fore important to know which versions of GuideGen were used in our 
evaluations. We provide this information in Table 5 . 
All features of GuideGen which are not listed in Table 5 (for example, 
the basic feature of generating guidance when a requirement is changed) 
are common for all versions of GuideGen. The first version of GuideGen 
that we evaluated in 2016 (see Section 5 below) did not have any of the 
features listed in Table 5 . Based on the results of the first evaluation, we 
added the top five features listed in Table 5 to GuideGen. That version 
was used in the second evaluation (see Section 6 ). The remaining new 
features have been added to GuideGen recently as a consequence of the 
lessons learned in the second evaluation. 
5. Quantitative evaluation and the first qualitative assessment 
In this section we describe our first evaluation of GuideGen. The 
main goal of this evaluation was to obtain quantitative information 
about the correctness, completeness, understandability and relevance of 
the suggestions generated by GuideGen when applied to requirements 
changes in real industrial projects. 
This evaluation was conducted between September and December 
2016, using an earlier version of GuideGen, as described in the previous 
section. 
5.1. Study design 
We first contacted companies and asked them whether they could 
provide us real data about requirements, associated acceptance tests and 
changes to the requirements. We managed to find three companies who 
were willing to give us the data and also committed to assess the guid- 
ance produced by GuideGen. 
After receiving the data sets from the three companies, we first 
pruned the data as follows: We omitted all requirements that had not 
been changed at all or did not have acceptance tests associated with 
them and we removed irrelevant changes such as added or deleted punc- 
tuation marks, spaces or empty lines. We then ran our tool in order to 
generate the guidance that was further evaluated. Each of the generated 
suggestions in the guidance was evaluated by experts from the three 
companies. Finally, we showed the tool prototype to the experts and 
conducted a short qualitative assessment of GuideGen. 
Companies overview We evaluated GuideGen by applying it to real- 
world data sets with requirements changes provided by three compa- 
nies. An overview of the companies is provided in Table 6 . 
Participants The generated guidance was assessed by seven experts 
from the three companies. An overview of the experts and their experi- 
ence is provided in Table 7 . 
Table 7 presents the roles of the participants exactly the way the 
participants reported them during the interview. Although the table 
contains different roles, we can divide them in two main groups: (1) 
Requirements engineers and (2) test engineers. For instance, a technical 
business analyst performs the same tasks as the other two requirements 
engineers. The typical tasks of the practitioners with the requirements 
engineer role are to: 
• Write and maintain requirements documents, 
• communicate to clients that are outside the organization with a 
goal to elicit requirements, clarify uncertainties or present the work 
progress and 
• communicate to the rest of the team, including testers, in order to 
clarify how requirements should be implemented or tested or to com- 
municate the changes and resolve ambiguities. 
Similarly, the test analyst, two test engineers and the QA manager, 
all have the same duties and perform similar tasks. They all write and 
maintain test documents and perform testing activities, such as execut- 
ing manual acceptance tests and reporting and maintaining issues in 
issue trackers. The differences are in the years of experience or whether 
these roles have additional duties, such as managing the team of testers 
as, for instance, P6 does. 
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Table 5 
The differences between the current and previously evaluated versions of GuideGen. 
Features Evaluation I [6] Evaluation II [8] Current 
Generating guidance for changes of numerical values ✗ ✓ ✓
Showing guidance in the form for editing a test case ✗ ✓ ✓
Showing warnings in the application for non-aligned documents ✗ ✓ ✓
Sending e-mails and showing warnings for newly added requirement ✗ ✓ ✓
Sending e-mails when acceptance tests are adapted according to the requirement changes ✗ ✓ ✓
One-to-many relationship between a requirement and its tests ✗ ✗ ✓
Possibility to see the outcome of a test execution ✗ ✗ ✓
Possibility to see the status of a requirement ✗ ✗ ✓
Showing the meta-data of a requirement or an acceptance test ✗ ✗ ✓
Tracking the history of changes in requirements and acceptance tests ✗ ✗ ✓
Personalizing the users (logging-in, signing up and account privileges) ✗ ✗ ✓
Differentiating between business and technical documents (kept separately) ✗ ✗ ✓
Table 6 
Characteristics of the companies that provided us data sets from one of their projects. 
Company C1 C2 C3 
Domain of activity Access control and security solutions IT integration, cloud services Automation for warehouses and distribution centers 
Software process model Agile (Scrum) Agile (Scrum) Waterfall 
# of employees in total 16,000 500 2500 
# of employees on the project 120 100 500 
Country Switzerland Serbia/ Germany Switzerland 
Table 7 
Characteristics of the experts who participated in the study. 
Company Participant The role of participant Years of experience in IT Years on the current position 
C1 P1 Requirements engineer 10 4 
C1 P2 Senior test analyst 12 4 
C2 P3 Requirements engineer 6 3 
C2 P4 Senior test engineer 7 4 
C3 P5 Technical business analyst 10 5 
C3 P6 QA manager 12 6 
C3 P7 Test engineer 4 4 
Table 8 











# of evaluated 
changes 
C1/DS1 User story 157 20 28 
C2/DS2 User story 30 30 37 
C3/DS3 Traditional 4 5301 398 197 
4 By “Traditional ” we mean unstructured textual requirement. 
Data collection and analysis. For our evaluation, we needed data 
records containing the old and the changed version of a requirement 
and the associated acceptance tests. Table 8 characterizes the data 
sets. 
Pruning the data sets We pruned the received data sets as follows: 
(1) we omitted all requirements that have not been changed at all or 
did not have acceptance tests associated and (2) we omitted irrelevant 
changes, such as added or deleted punctuation marks, spaces or empty 
lines. The pruning yielded a total of 448 changed requirements. Our 
tool filters out semantically irrelevant changes such as addition or dele- 
tion of determiners or corrections of typos. On the other hand, for sev- 
eral requirements there was more than one change. So we eventually 
could evaluate a total of 262 changes (28 for C1, 37 for C2 and 197 
for C3). 
Running the tool. For every of the 262 evaluated changes, we gen- 
erated guidance for how to change the associated acceptance tests using 
our tool prototype. We uploaded the old version of the requirements into 
the tool, replaced each of them with the new version, and recorded the 
generated guidance. 
Assessing the generated guidance. 95 changes were fully assessed 
by two or three experts. We created a questionnaire 5 in which, for every 
requirement, we presented the old and the changed requirement, the as- 
sociated acceptance tests and the guidance for changing the acceptance 
tests generated by our tool. 
For each suggestion provided in the guidance, we asked six questions 
to assess the quality of the suggestion: (1) Is the suggestion correct in 
terms of actions that need to be performed? (2) Is it grammatically cor- 
rect? (3) Is it complete? (4) Does the expert understand what has been 
suggested by the tool? (5) Would the expert be able to perform an update 
of the impacted acceptance test without any further clarifications? (6) Is 
the suggestion redundant or unnecessary? Finally, we asked whether 
there is anything missing from the guidance for a changed requirement 
(i.e., from the set of all suggestions generated for that requirement). 
Questions 1–3 and 5 had to be answered on a five-point Likert scale 
(from “strongly disagree ” to “strongly agree ”). In case of non-agreement, 
5 https://goo.gl/B2GPu3 For confidentiality reasons, the file does not contain 
the real data from our data sets, but only the example shown in this paper. 
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Table 9 





Correct in terms of 
actions 
Grammatically 







28/28 C1/P1 89.2% 82.1% 100% 100% 75% 7.1% 3.6% 
C1/P2 89.2% 82.1% 100% 100% 75% 7.1% 3.6% 
37/37 C2/P3 81% 67.5% 94.6% 100% 75.6% 10% 5.4% 
C2/P4 81% 67.5% 94.6% 100% 75.6% 10% 5.4% 
197/30 C3/P5 50% 86.6% 96.6% 93.3% 70% 50% 3.3% 
C3/P6 70% 80% 93.3% 100% 73.3% 30% 3.3% 
C3/P7 66.7% 86.6% 96.6% 93.3% 73.3% 33.3% 3.3% 
the expert was asked to provide an explaining text. Every answer other 
than 5 (‘strongly agree ”) is interpreted as a non-agreement. Question 4 
was a yes/no question, while Question 6 and the final question about 
missing suggestions were answered as free text. 
In company C3, due to limited availability of the experts, only 30 
suggestions could be thoroughly assessed by all three experts. The sug- 
gestions generated for the remaining 167 changes could only be assessed 
for correctness by a single expert. 
When performing this evaluation, GuideGen did not consider 
changes of numerical values as relevant. The approach is later extended, 
since the results showed that changes of numerical values in require- 
ments affect the related acceptance tests. 
First qualitative assessment Although the study focused on the 
quantitative evaluation in terms of the correctness and completeness of 
the generated guidance, we additionally performed a short qualitative 
assessment of the approach and the tool. When the experts had finished 
answering the questionnaire for all changed requirements assigned to 
them, we showed them the tool and conducted a short interview about 
the usefulness and applicability of GuideGen. 6 The practitioners gave us 
some useful advice on how to adapt GuideGen in order to improve its 
usefulness and applicability. 
When interviewing the participants, we took notes and recorded the 
interviews. As the interview instrument was rather short and we had 
only seven interviewees, we did not formally transcribe the interviews. 
Instead, we compared our notes with the recordings, corrected errors 
and omissions, and then used the updated notes as the basis for our 
analysis. 
5.2. Results 
In this sub-section we present the results of the assessment of the gen- 
erated guidance by the experts and some key insights from the follow-up 
interviews. 
All 262 changes were correctly identified in terms of the change type, 
showing that the algorithm for identifying added, deleted and modi- 
fied sentences with a modification threshold of 0.6 performs accurately. 
Table 9 presents the results of the evaluation of the guidance generated 
for 95 changes in requirements by the experts. 
For calculating the percentages in Table 9 for the questions answered 
on a Likert scale, we interpreted the values 4 ( “Agree ”) and 5 ( “Strongly 
agree ”) as “yes ”. Analogously, we interpreted 1 ( “Strongly disagree ”) 
and 2 ( “Disagree ”) as “no ”. 3 ( “Neutral ”) was interpreted according to 
the textual explanation provided by the experts. From eleven such an- 
swers three were interpreted as “yes ” and eight as “no ”. 
Table 9 shows that in C1 and C2 the experts assessed more than 80% 
of the suggestions as correct in terms of actions. In C3 one expert was 
more negative than the other two, especially regarding the correctness in 
terms of actions. This is due to a misunderstanding: expert P5 classified 
all redundant suggestions as wrong in terms of actions, i.e., when they 
were actually correct, but unnecessary. Since P7 found 66.7% and P6 
6 https://goo.gl/LZtQWg . 
Table 10 
Suggestions assessed for correctness in terms of actions by a single 
expert only. 
Company/Participant(role) C3/P6(QA) 
Assessed suggestions 167 
Correct in terms of actions 70.6% 
Wrong due to rephrasing only 10.2% 
Wrong as only clarifications or notes are added/deleted 13.8% 
Wrong due to tool limitations 5.4% 
70% of the suggestions to be correct in terms of actions, we can consider 
the correctness of our guidance for data set 3 to be at least 66.7%. 
The following text contains a change (in the acceptance criteria of a 
user story) for which GuideGen does not work such well: 
“– The Section 3 contains: 
– Doctors’ corner 
– Register your practice opens a form inline or a popup with: 
– Name of your practice (mandatory) 
– Contact phone (mandatory) 
– Contact e-mail (mandatory) 
According to the experts, the text means that Section 3 of a web page 
contains a label “Doctors’ corner ” and a button “Register your practice ”. 
When a user clicks on the button, an inline form or a pop-up window is 
displayed. The change in the requirement is that an additional message 
shall be displayed in this window. 
For this change, the GuideGen tool generated the following sugges- 
tion, which the experts considered to be wrong both in terms of actions 
and grammatically: “Add new steps or modify existing steps which ver- 
ify that the Section 3 contains register your practice opens a form inline 
or a pop-up with give us your contact details and we will get back to 
you soon! ”. This result may indicate that our approach does not perform 
well on ill-structured texts. However, it may also indicate that our treat- 
ment of enumerations (cf. sentence level analysis in Section 3.1.1) needs 
improvement. 
The last column in Table 9 presents the number of changes that were 
relevant, but not detected by GuideGen. In C1 a noun with no related 
verbs was added. This was classified as an irrelevant change and hence 
no guidance was generated. Further, as previously explained, as numer- 
ical values were not considered as relevant, no guidance was generated 
for two such cases in C2 and one in C3. This problem is fixed in the next 
release of the tool. 
As stated above, the guidance for 167 changes in requirements from 
company C3 could not be evaluated fully due to limited availability of 
the experts. Table 10 shows the results of the assessment of the gener- 
ated suggestions for these changes. 
We found that 70.6% were correct in terms of actions, while 24% 
were incorrect because the changes only rephrased a requirement or 
added or deleted only clarifications or notes. A small percentage (5.4%) 
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of wrong suggestions were due to limitations of our prototype tool (e.g., 
wrongly identified dependencies). 
Next, we present the main findings from the follow-up interviews 
with the experts regarding the overall usability and usefulness of Guide- 
Gen. All experts stated that GuideGen can be helpful in communicating 
changes on time and with less effort, it can help test engineers to make 
a decision on how to update acceptance tests and they would be willing 
to slightly adapt their style of writing requirements in order to ensure 
better quality of guidance. Four experts emphasized that one of the rea- 
sons for wrongly generated guidance was the poor quality of the require- 
ments. They stated that suggestions can be too general, but that this is 
directly related to the level of detail specified in the requirements. 
The experts from C1 stated that the approach would be even more 
useful if it could show the suggestions directly in the acceptance test 
document. With respect to the usability of the tool, P1 and P2 suggested 
an improvement of the user interface so that the tool: (1) Navigates 
directly to the steps that are suggested to be changed (2) shows warnings 
about the non-aligned documents somewhere in the application. 
Participants P1 and P4 suggested that not only changes in require- 
ments should be communicated via e-mails, but also changes in affected 
acceptance tests. 
5.3. Threats to validity 
Internal and construct validity. Our quantitative evaluation strongly 
depends on the expertise of the people who assessed the guidance gen- 
erated by GuideGen. In order to foster validity, we aimed at assessing 
each guidance by at least two experts. In company C3, due to limited 
availability of experts, we could assess only 30 cases this way, while 
the rest was evaluated only in terms of correctness by a single expert. 
We tried to mitigate this problem by including all types of changes in 
the fully evaluated sample from company C3. Even with this restriction, 
the workload for the experts was high, since they needed to answer six 
questions per 28 and more suggestions, which might impact the quality 
of their answers. Therefore, we provided an online access to the ques- 
tionnaire, so that the experts could answer the questions in iterations. 
External validity. The generalizability of our results is limited by the 
fact that our evaluation covers data sets from only three companies. We 
tried to improve generalizability by including both agile and traditional 
requirements artifacts as well as different types of changes in our data 
sets. Although the study involves only seven participants, we had at least 
two participants per data set and we tried to keep diversity in terms of 
roles, so that requirements engineers and test managers are included. 
6. Qualitative evaluation 
After the first evaluation, we adapted GuideGen, based on the com- 
ments and suggestions received from the practitioners. We then per- 
formed a second evaluation study in which we aimed at evaluating 
GuideGen in terms of its perceived usefulness for practitioners and its 
applicability to real software projects. 
The study was conducted from October 2017 to January 2018. The 
version of GuideGen that was used in this study differs from the current 
version of GuideGen as described in Section 4.5 . 
In this section, we briefly describe the study and summarize the main 
results, while the details are described in [8] . 
6.1. Study design 
We conducted a qualitative experiment [19] with twenty-three practi- 
tioners from ten companies based in Europe. To make this paper more 
self-contained we provide an overview of the companies in Table 11 . 
From these ten companies we interviewed twenty-three requirements 
and test(QA) engineers with at least five years of experience. For more 
details about the participants and their teams please refer to [8] . 
The experiment consists of three parts: An introductory presentation, 
a tool trial and an interview. 
1. Introductory presentation. The first author explained the GuideGen 
approach in a 20 min talk to a group of business and technical practi- 
tioners. Then she asked for requirements and test engineers who were 
interested to try out GuideGen and evaluate it. We did this to ensure 
that only people who are interested and knowledgeable in the field of 
requirements engineering or testing participated in the experiment. 
2. Tool trial. Although the participants already got familiar with the 
GuideGen tool by attending the presentation, we encouraged them to 
try it themselves, using examples from their own projects. The tool trial 
lasted between 30 and 45 min. 
3. Interview. After a 5 min break, we conducted semi-structured inter- 
views with the participants. Each interview consisted of two main parts: 
an exploratory part referring to the current issues and challenges faced 
when requirements change and an evaluation part about the usability 
and applicability of GuideGen. The interviews lasted between 60 and 
90 min. 
6.2. Results 
We classified our results into four groups, based on the research ques- 
tions we defined in this study: 
(1) Current issues with changing requirements; 
(2) Benefits and strengths of GuideGen that can mitigate some of the 
identified issues; 
(3) Applicability of GuideGen to real industrial projects; 
(4) Usability of GuideGen as perceived by practitioners. 
The most frequently reported issues with changing requirements 
can be classified into communication, documentation and tool issues. 
For instance, the communication issues reported are late- or non- 
communicated changes to test engineers, passing incomplete informa- 
tion from requirements to test engineers and inability to track changes 
due to different communication channels. Documentation issues are out- 
dated documents, incorrect acceptance tests and bad quality of require- 
ments documents. With respect to the issues with the currently used 
tools, we found that the most challenging issues are usage of too many 
different tools for document management, complexity of the tools and 
inconvenient notification system. 
The practitioners recognized the following benefits of GuideGen: 
B1. With GuideGen the communication of changes can be faster; 
B2. Requirements changes would be no longer be missed or overseen 
by testers; 
B3. Acceptance tests would be updated faster and easier; 
B4. With GuideGen requirements and acceptance tests would be kept 
closely together; 
B5. GuideGen is simple to use; 
B6. GuideGen would serve as a reminder for updating documents. 
More details about each of the benefits are described in [8] . 
With regard to the applicability of the GuideGen tool, the practition- 
ers found the tool to be applicable for smaller projects as it is, while for 
bigger projects GuideGen should either be incorporated as a plug-in into 
existing document and project management tools, such as Jira or TFS, 
or it would have to be extended with numerous features. The most fre- 
quently reported features that are perceived as relevant, but are missing 
in GuideGen, are summarized in Table 12 , which was earlier presented 
in [8] . In the meantime, we have implemented all these features in the 
GuideGen tool (see Table 5 ). 
Besides missing features, the participants mentioned two further rea- 
sons why they would not replace their current tools for managing re- 
quirements and acceptance tests by GuideGen. The first reason is the 
complexity and cost of data migration and configuration setup, and the 
second is the effort needed for adjusting to new tools and learning how 
to use them. 
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Table 11 
An overview of the companies [8] . 
Company Domain of activities Country # of employees 
C1 Power industry Serbia (International) 1000 (10000 worldwide) 
C2 Access-control solutions Switzerland (International) 1000 (10000 worldwide) 
C3 Distribution Solutions Switzerland (International) 500 (2500 worldwide) 
C4 Enterprise Content Management Switzerland (International) 50 (7000 worldwide) 
C5 IT project and product management Serbia (Germany, India) 20 (500 in total) 
C6 Online marketing and online shopping Germany (International) 1200 (3000 worldwide) 
C7 Content Management Systems Netherlands (International) 60 (600 worldwide) 
C8 Software testing services Serbia (Austria, Switzerland) 120 (500 in total) 
C9 Data and Analytics Denmark (Sweden) 250 (1000 in total) 
C10 Website and mobile development Serbia (Germany) 110 (350 in total) 
Table 12 
The missing features reported by at least two participants in two different interviews [8] . 
Missing features Participants 
A possibility to see the outcome of the test execution (e.g. skipped, passed, failed, 
not started...) 
P2, P4, P6, P12, P15, P19, P21 
A possibility to see the status of a requirement (e.g. new, assigned, opened, 
finished...) 
P6, P12, P13, P15, P17, P21 
Tracking the history of changes in requirements and tests P5, P7, P16, P20, P23 
Personalize the user (having different accounts with different privileges) P7, P9, P14, P16, P21 
Different structure for keeping the documents (more folders for grouping different 
types of requirements, different projects or features) 
P3, P5, P6, P12 
Finally, the fact that GuideGen (in the version used in this evalua- 
tion) was limited to only one acceptance test per requirement was con- 
sidered as a major shortcoming by the participants. 
Despite these limitations, GudeGen is perceived as useful or ex- 
tremely useful tool by the majority of the participants. For more con- 
crete results of the quantitative assessment of usefulness of GuideGen 
please refer to [8] . 
6.3. Threats to validity 
Internal and construct validity. In order to decrease the threats to in- 
ternal validity, we carefully designed our interview questions, discussed 
them with a group of researchers, improved them and performed a pi- 
lot interview, which limited the reliability threat. However, reliability 
threats regarding researcher bias cannot be completely ruled out, be- 
cause the interviews were conducted by only one researcher. In order to 
avoid selection bias, we avoided personal contacts when we performed 
the interviews for the study. 
The main threat to construct validity is that the participants used 
GuideGen only for less than one hour. To limit this threat, we designed 
our study such that the participants had the opportunity to try out the 
GuideGen tool themselves, using examples from their own work, so that 
they are able to provide a rational evaluation. 
Although the participants were told to be objective and express all 
their concerns towards the tool, we cannot completely reject the possi- 
bility of politeness bias caused by the fact that a co-creator of GuideGen 
presented the tool and conducted the interviews. 
External validity In order to limit the threats to external validity, we 
tried to keep diversity in terms of structure of the chosen companies, 
their size, location, domain of responsibilities, processes applied within 
the companies and the way that requirements and tests are documented. 
7. An assessment of the existing approaches for change impact 
analysis 
Although one-to-one relationships between requirements and accep- 
tance tests frequently occur in practice [2] , we learned in our second 
evaluation that GuideGen should support more than one acceptance 
test per requirement and produce tailored guidance for every impacted 
acceptance test when a requirement is changed (see Section 6.2 and 
Section 8 ( A one-to-one relationship between requirements and their accep- 
tance tests is not sufficient )). For achieving this, GuideGen will have to 
analyze which change in a requirement impacts which of the associated 
acceptance tests. As a first step towards implementing such an analysis 
in GuideGen, we experimentally assessed how well existing approaches 
for change impact analysis between textual documents perform when 
applied to requirements and acceptance tests. For this assessment we 
used a small data set from industry and two existing systems for change 
impact analysis: NARCIA [10] and ImpRec [3,11] . In the remainder of 
this section we describe the experiment design, present the results and 
discuss the applicability of the existing approaches and their possible 
integration with GuideGen. 
7.1. Experiment design 
The choice of tools for the experiment. In order to assess how well the 
existing techniques for change impact analysis perform when applied 
between requirements and their acceptance tests, we firstly investigated 
the available tools that can be used without adaptations of their func- 
tionality. We investigated tools that are intended to work with unstruc- 
tured textual artifacts, excluding, for instance, the ones that calculate 
impact between source code and other artifacts, such [20] or [21] . In 
addition, tools should be publicly available. Both NARCIA and ImpRec 
satisfied our conditions and were, therefore, chosen for the experiment. 
The data set used in the experiment. For this experiment, we used a 
data set obtained from the company C2 (please refer to Table 11 for the 
details about the company C2). This is a new data set which has not 
been used in any of our previous studies. The data set was collected in 
June 2018. 
In order to calculate the impact that changes of a requirement have 
on the related acceptance tests, we used requirements that have more 
than one acceptance test related to it and have been changed at least 
once. In addition, we needed to have both the old and new versions of 
the requirement available, so that we could identify the exact changes. 
Considering these conditions, we found nine such requirements and 
twenty-three acceptance tests related to them. One of the requirements 
has five, one has four and the remaining ones have two associated accep- 
tance tests. Two requirements have been changed two times; the others 
were changed once. This resulted in eleven revisions that we could use 
in our experiment. 
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The experiment setup The experiment was conducted in October 2018. 
In order to define the ground truth for the experiment, we needed to 
know which test cases were adapted based on the changes in the re- 
quirements. Since the data set was small, we analyzed this manually 
together with the test engineer from company C2, who performed the 
adaptations. The analysis resulted in knowing how the requirement is 
changed and which test case was actually affected by that change. 
We then loaded the data into the tools, applied the changes and an- 
alyzed the impact obtained from the changes. For every revision of a 
requirement we calculated the impact score between the requirement 
and its related acceptance tests. Since GuideGen is designed such that it 
knows which acceptance tests are associated to a requirement, we only 
calculated the impact scores between a requirement and its associated 
tests, rather than between all requirements and tests in the system. The 
acceptance test with the highest score is considered to be the one that 
is the most affected. We checked whether the found test is actually the 
one that the test engineer declared as impacted. 
Below we describe how we used NARCIA and ImpRec to calculate 
the impact scores. 
1. Working with NARCIA: NARCIA is the tool that calculates impact 
on other requirements when a requirement is changed. Therefore, the 
original input for the tool is a list of all requirements present in the 
system. In order to calculate the impact between a requirement and 
their acceptance tests, our input for NARCIA was a requirement and the 
acceptance tests related to the requirement. 
As soon as changes are applied to a requirement and saved, NARCIA 
analyzes what has been changed and summarizes the changes. Then the 
user specifies the propagation conditions that are going to be used in 
the change impact analysis. The propagation conditions specify how a 
change should propagate in acceptance test documents (originally in 
other requirements documents). The conditions are words and phrases, 
which are then considered when calculating the impact. In Table 13 , we 
summarize the propagation conditions that we specified for calculating 
impact based on the changes from our data sets. We defined the con- 
ditions in such a way that they can be later automatically defined by 
GuideGen based on the SyntaxNet analysis. 
For some change types we defined several propagation conditions, 
as shown in Table 13 . For instance, when a sentence is added, in order 
to calculate the impact of that change to the related acceptance tests, 
the following propagation conditions are specified: 
(1) The whole sentence that has been added, 
(2) only relevant words that have been added, 
(3) only relevant words from the previous sentence, 
(4) relevant words from the added and from the previous sentence. 
We illustrate this with a concrete example taken from the data 
set used in the study. The following change has been applied to 
requirement 3: 
For this change we generated the following propagation conditions 
as query parameters: 
(1) Groups can also be entirely deleted (the whole sentence), 
(2) Groups AND can be AND deleted (only relevant words from that 
sentence), 
(3) Groups AND can be AND modified AND adding AND deleting 
AND persons (only relevant words from the previous sentence), 
(4) Groups AND can be AND modified AND adding AND deleting 
AND persons AND Groups AND can be AND deleted (relevant 
words from the previous and changed sentence). 
For each of the specified propagation conditions we calculated the 
impact scores. In this example this resulted in four comparisons of calcu- 
lated impact scores. In total, we made twenty-five impact comparisons 
based on change types applied to requirements and different propaga- 
tion conditions. 
2. Working with ImpRec: ImpRec performs two main tasks: 1. It cal- 
culates similarity between the issue reports based on the query param- 
eters; 2. It recommends the artifacts potentially impacted by resolving 
incoming issue reports. For recommending such artifacts, ImpRec uses 
the knowledge database built based on the previously calculated im- 
pacts. 
Since we do not have previous impacts calculated, we used ImpRec 
for calculating the similarities between a requirement and its acceptance 
tests based on the changes that are applied to a requirement. The same 
propagation conditions, presented in Table 13 , were used as query pa- 
rameters for calculating similarities. This resulted in twenty-five simi- 
larity calculations for the applied change types and defined query pa- 
rameters. 
7.2. Experiment results 
In this subsection, we present the results both for NARCIA and Im- 
pRec. In general, the results are encouraging. We also found that that the 
choice of the propagation conditions/query parameters strongly affects 
the quality of the results. 
Results obtained by using NARCIA. By choosing the best propagation 
conditions, NARCIA was able to correctly identify the affected accep- 
tance test in ten out of eleven revisions (90.1%), and in the worst case, 
when considering only the badly chosen conditions, NARCIA correctly 
detected test cases from seven revisions (63.6%). Table 14 shows which 
propagation conditions gave the correct results for different types of 
changes applied within the data set. Providing correct results means that 
the acceptance test with the highest score among other related tests is 
exactly the one declared by the test engineer. 
Table 13 
The propagation conditions used based on the types of changes. ∗ Previous sentence is a sentence that appears before the changed one in the requirement. 
Change type (number of 
occurrence) 
Whole sentence Changed and 
relevantwords 








from the modified 




Main part of the 
sentence + changed 
(enumerated) part 
A sentence is added (4x) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
A sentence is deleted (2x) ✓ ✓
A conjunction verb is added (2x) ✓
A conjunction noun is added (1x) ✓
A verb and a noun are deleted (1x) ✓ ✓
An item in an enumerated sentence 
is deleted (1x) 
✓
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Table 14 
Propagation conditions/query parameters that give the correct results. 
Requi- 
rement 
Revision Number of 
tests 
Change type Propagation conditions/query 
parameters applied 
Propagation conditions that gave 
correct resultswhen using 
NARCIA 
Query parameters thatgave 
correct results when using 
ImpRec 
1 1 2 A sentence is 
deleted 
C/P1: The whole deleted 
sentence; C/P2: Relevant words 
from the changed sentence 
C/P1, C/P2 NONE 
1 2 2 A conjunction 
verb is added 
C/P1: Relevant words from the 
changed sentence 
C/P1 C/P1 
2 1 4 A sentence is 
deleted 
C/P1: The whole deleted 
sentence; C/P2: Relevant words 
from the changed sentence 
C/P1, C/P2 C/P1, C/P2 
3 1 2 A sentence is 
added 
C/P1: The whole added sentence; 
C/P2: Relevant words from the 
added sentence; C/P3: 
Relevant words from the 
previous sentence; C/P4: 
Relevant words from the added 
and the previous sentence 
C/P1, C/P2, C/P3, C/P4 C/P4 
4 1 5 A verb and a 
noun are deleted 
C/P1: relevant words from the 
added sentence; C/P2: Deleted 
words only 
C/P1, C/P2 NONE 
5 1 2 A conjunction 
noun is added 
C/P1: Relevant words from the 
added sentence 
C/P1 NONE 
6 1 2 A sentence is 
added 
C/P1: The whole added sentence; 
C/P2: Relevant words from the 
added sentence; C/P3: 
Relevant words from the 
previous sentence; C/P4: 
Relevant words from the added 
and the previous sentence 
C/P3 NONE 
7 1 2 A sentence is 
added 
C/P1: The whole added sentence; 
C/P2: Relevant words from the 
added sentence; C/P3: 
Relevant words from the 
previous sentence; C/P4: 
Relevant words from the added 
and the previous sentence 
C/P1, C/P2, C/P4 C/P3 C/P4 
7 2 2 A conjunction 
verb is added 
C/P1: Relevant words from the 
added sentence 
C/P1 C/P1, C/P2, C/P4 
8 1 4 A sentence is 
added 
C/P1: The whole added sentence; 
C/P2: Relevant words from the 
added sentence; C/P3: 
Relevant words from the 
previous sentence; C/P4: 
Relevant words from the added 
and the previous sentence 
NONE NONE 




C/P1: Main part of the sen- 
tence + changed(enumerated) 
part 
C/P1 C/P1 
In only one case none of the propagation conditions was satisfying 
(the addition of a sentence in the requirement 8) and, consequentially, 
the affected acceptance test could not be identified. This was due to a 
complete word mismatching. The added sentence was clarifying a de- 
tail that was not specified in any of the related acceptance test descrip- 
tions. From pure syntactic analysis it was not possible to conclude that 
the change actually has an impact on the affected acceptance test, but 
deeper understanding and domain knowledge was needed in this case. 
For other changes, there was at least one condition that resulted in iden- 
tifying the correct acceptance test. 
In our example, there were two tests related to requirement 3. Al- 
though NARCIA correctly identified Test 2 with a higher score than Test 
1 for all four conditions, the third condition (C/P3 in Table 14 ) gave the 
biggest difference between the scores. That was the case when only rele- 
vant words from the previous sentence were specified in the propagation 
condition. 
Results obtained by using ImpRec. ImpRec could identify the correct 
acceptance tests in six revisions (54.5%) when the right query param- 
eters were taken into consideration. In the worst case, when only bad 
parameters were chosen, ImpRec could detect the actually affected tests 
in only three revisions (27.3%). For the revisions 1, 6 and 8 ImpRec did 
not identify any of the tests to be affected at all, and for the remaining 
revisions the scores were equal for all related tests, and therefore, we 
interpreted this as incorrect. 
In our example, ImpRec detected the correct acceptance test for the 
change of requirement 3 only when C/P4 from Table 14 was chosen 
(when the relevant words from the previous and changed sentence were 
specified as query parameters). 
The applicability of the approaches to GuideGen The results show the 
importance of the conditions and parameters that are chosen when cal- 
culating impact of changes in a requirement to its acceptance tests. 
In GuideGen we can implement all these search criteria based on the 
change type and combine them to get the best results. 
Since NARCIA showed rather good results and is written in Java, it 
is our primary candidate for the integration with GuideGen and for fur- 
ther investigations. In particular, we will have to address the problem of 
low performance when a sentence has been added to a requirement. Al- 
though ImpRec performed worse than NARCIA, it still deserves further 
investigation, as we only partially used its functionality in our experi- 
ment. This is due to our data set, which did not have enough information 
for ImpRec to calculate the change impact between documents, but it 
calculated only the similarity. In our future work, we plan to investigate 
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the performance of ImpRec on data sets that contain the history of the 
previous changes and the previously affected tests. Technically, the in- 
tegration of ImpRec into GuideGen would be possible, although ImpRec 
is written in C#. 
7.3. Threats to validity 
In order to mitigate threats to internal validity , the ground truth was 
defined by a test engineer who adapted the test cases based on changes 
in her or his requirements. Since the data set was small, the test engi- 
neer manually labeled all tests that were actually affected by the changes 
applied to the related requirements. Therefore, we could assess the per- 
formance of the tools without ambiguities. To mitigate the threat stem- 
ming from the small size of the data set, we made sure that the data set 
contains different types of change patterns applied to requirements. 
With respect to external validity , i.e., the generalizability of our re- 
sults, we see two major threats: we used only a small data set from one 
company and all the changes to the affected acceptance tests were ap- 
plied by only one test engineer. We partially mitigated these threats by 
taking the data from a real-world, ongoing project, so that we could as- 
sess how the tools perform when applied on documents currently used 
in industry. As a part of future work, the experiment should repeated 
with a larger and more diverse data set. 
8. Discussion
In this section we discuss the results from our two evaluation studies 
and the lessons learned. 
8.1. Correctness of the generated suggestions 
The results presented in Table 9 show that the quality of the gener- 
ated guidance differs from company to company. This is not surprising 
as the outcome of our natural language processing techniques depends 
on the type and quality of requirements artifacts and on the content that 
is being changed in these artifacts. 
GuideGen performs better for user stories than for traditional re- 
quirements. This is probably due to the fact that user stories typically 
are more concise and describe features more precisely than traditional 
requirements do. Further, text changes in traditional requirements doc- 
uments often do not bring any novelty to the feature that is being de- 
scribed, but only provide clarifications or simply rephrase the text. 
The complexity of a sentence also affects the quality of the guid- 
ance generated. On the one hand, very short or incomplete sentences 
affect both the correctness and completeness of suggestions and may 
even cause the omission of relevant changes. On the other hand, long, 
complex sentences which contain one or more relative clauses or state- 
ments in parentheses may cause problems: word classes, their gram- 
matical functions and dependencies between words in a sentence may 
be wrongly identified, which leads to wrongly generated guidance. 
Our approach currently cannot recognize certain types of irrelevant 
changes, for example, when comments such as “This should be commu- 
nicated to Tom ” are added. Wrong suggestions are generated in this case. 
However, our tool allows a requirements engineer to remove such false 
positives easily before communicating changes and generated guidance 
to subscribers (cf. Fig. 21 ). 
8.2. Usefulness and applicability of GuideGen 
Our qualitative evaluation confirmed that GuideGen is a useful and 
needed tool, because the issues caused by non-aligned or outdated doc- 
uments and poor communication of changes are still present in industry. 
However, although there is a lack of tool support, GuideGen cannot help 
if the internal organizational culture does not encourage employees to 
keep documents aligned and consistent. 
In terms of applicability, we found that the GuideGen cannot replace 
currently used tools, but rather should be incorporated into them. This 
is for three main reasons: 
(1) Missing features: The participants stated that GuideGen would 
have to provide numerous additional features in order to be able 
to support all documentation management tasks. 
(2) Data migration and configuration setup: In complex systems, data 
migration is a difficult and expensive task and, therefore, experts 
hesitate to start to use a new tool, which would force them to 
migrate all data and configurations set up in the currently used 
tools. 
(3) Learning effort: The participants argued that learning how to 
use a new tool and adjusting to it is costly and time-consuming. 
Therefore, many participants suggested that GuideGen should be 
implemented as a plug-in for the currently used tools, such as Jira 
or TFS, instead of being a standalone tool. 
GuideGen assumes that traceability links between requirements and 
acceptance tests exist, which, to some extent, constitutes a limitation of 
our approach. However, none of the participants in our second evalua- 
tion mentioned this limitation as an obstacle to the usability of Guide- 
Gen. 
We had limited the initial version of GuideGen to one acceptance 
test per requirement because we had found in a previous study about 
actual practices concerning requirements and acceptance tests [2] that 
there was just one acceptance test per requirement in most cases. In 
our evaluation, however, it turned out that the practitioners considered 
this limitation as a major shortcoming of GuideGen. They explained that 
sometimes, primarily due to lack of time or simplicity of a requirement, 
they indeed create only one acceptance test for a requirement. However, 
they would need to have the possibility to also have more than one 
acceptance test per requirement. 
8.3. Lessons learned 
In this sub-section we present the main lessons learned from the two 
evaluations. Based on these lessons, we already have incorporated some 
changes in the current version of GuideGen, while others will be taken 
as a basis for our future work. 
Changes of numerical values are relevant. One of the main take-home 
messages from the first evaluation is that changes of numerical values in 
requirements should be considered as relevant. We, therefore, extended 
our model and algorithms, so that numerical values are processed and, 
accordingly, suggestions are generated for this change type. 
Some adaptations of user interface are needed for better usability. The 
user interface should be adapted so that test engineers can see sugges- 
tions directly in the form for editing an affected acceptance test. We have 
added this feature to GuideGen: In the current version, suggestions are 
shown next to the text of the affected test (see Fig. 23 ). In our future 
work we will try to identify the exact steps within an acceptance test 
that are affected by changes in requirements. 
The notification system should be adapted for more effective communi- 
cation of changes. We improved our notification system based on this 
feedback. In the current version, GuideGen (1) generates e-mails when 
acceptance tests are updated (see Fig. 24 ) or requirements are added (see 
Fig. 15 ) and (2) shows warnings whenever documents are non-aligned 
due to a modification (see Fig. 22 ) or an addition of a requirement (See 
Fig. 14 ). 
Solving the problem of overwhelming users with too many notifica- 
tion messages when requirements frequently change is subject to future 
work. We plan to make the notification system configurable so that, for 
example, users could opt for receiving only one or two messages per day 
which summarize all changes that have happened since the last notifi- 
cation. 
A one-to-one relationship between requirements and their acceptance tests 
is not sufficient. From the second evaluation, we learned that supporting 
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only one-to-one relationships between requirements and their accep- 
tance tests is a major limitation. Therefore, we have extended the Guide- 
Gen tool so that it allows the creation of more than one acceptance test 
per requirement. However, the current version of GuideGen generates 
the same set of change suggestions for all acceptance tests when a re- 
quirement is changed. As a first step towards solving this problem, we 
have experimentally assessed whether existing change impact analysis 
tools can be used for identifying which change in a requirement affects 
which one of its associated acceptance tests (see Section 7 ). The results 
indicate that it is possible to extend GuideGen such that it generates in- 
dividually tailored guidance for each of the affected tests. This is subject 
to future work. 
GuideGen lacks many features. In the second evaluation we found that 
GuideGen is more applicable to smaller projects, as many features were 
missing. By adding the missing features we extended the applicability of 
GuideGen to projects with different types of documents, different roles 
with various responsibilities and different documentation management 
and tracking needs. 
GuideGen would be more applicable as a plug-in than as a standalone 
tool. This is a major lesson we learned from the second evaluation. The 
main reasons are the missing features, the complex data migration pro- 
cess and an the reluctance of industrial practitioners to learn new tools. 
It is particularly relevant for big projects that already have a well estab- 
lished tool environment. 
We will address this issue in our future work. For now, we improved 
GuideGen by adding the most relevant features that were missing, so 
that it can be used in projects for which data migration would not be 
too complex and in companies ready to adopt new tools. 
Existing methods for change impact analysis have a potential to be used 
in GuideGen. The preliminary results from our experiment showed that 
the existing methods for change impact analysis among textual docu- 
ments have a potential to be used for identifying affected acceptance 
tests based on changes in requirements. With careful choice of propa- 
gation conditions, NARCIA can be a good candidate for identifying the 
affected acceptance tests. Although further research on using ImpRec is 
needed, when choosing the best query parameters, ImpRec also showed 
good results and a potential to be used in GuideGen. 
9. Related work
Many researchers propose new ways to solve the problems of lacking 
traceability and inconsistencies between artifacts that occur when sys- 
tems evolve. For example, Antoniol et al. [22] , Marcus and Maletic [23] , 
De Lucia et al. [4] and Hayes et al. [24] use information retrieval meth- 
ods to ensure automated traceability for change impact analyses. 
Others employ natural language processing in order to identify ar- 
tifacts impacted by changes in requirements. As previously explained, 
Arora et al. [10] analyze the impact of changes in a requirement on other 
requirements in a system using NLP methods and implement a prototype 
tool, NARCIA. Borg et al. implemented ImpRec [11,25] , a recommenda- 
tion system for change impact analysis. The approach reuses the knowl- 
edge about previous traces to recommend development artifacts, other 
than source code, potentially impacted when resolving incoming issue 
reports. 
All these approaches focus on identifying which requirements or 
other artifacts are impacted by a change in a requirement, while we 
investigate how to manage the change and which actions to perform 
in order to keep requirements and acceptance tests aligned. Yet these 
approaches can be used in GuideGen to identify the most affected ac- 
ceptance test when many tests are related to a changed requirement. 
Bridging the communication gap among people involved in de- 
veloping a system draws attention of researchers and practitioners. 
Sinha et al. [26] define and explain the communication problems when 
managing requirements in a distributed environment. Bjarnason and 
Sharp [27] and Adzic [28] emphasize the communication problems be- 
tween requirements engineers, developers and testers in agile projects. 
By generating guidance in natural language that can be easily commu- 
nicated to the interested parties via e-mail, our approach supports easy 
and timely communication of changes between requirements engineers 
and developers/testers. 
In order to align requirements engineering and testing activities, 
researchers focused on defining formal models from informal require- 
ments and automatically generating tests from these formal models [29–
33] . For instance, Escalona et al. [30] provide an overview of the re- 
search with regard to generating tests from functional requirements. 
They conclude that in order to have a successful test generation, re- 
quirements would need to be specified in a much more formal way than 
they usually are in practice. Similarly, Post et al. [31] define a method 
for linking functional requirements to tests by creating a formal speci- 
fication of requirements. Granda et al. provide an approach that auto- 
matically generates a set of abstract test cases from the requirements 
models. 
Olsson and Grundy [34] implemented an approach that creates mod- 
els from requirements descriptions, UML-style use case models and 
black-box test plans, which are later used for change impact analysis. 
However, their approach lacks automation and does not consider natu- 
ral language, but formal models only. 
Wang et. al automatically derive system test cases from Restricted 
Use Case models and domain models [35] . This work goes beyond 
other approaches for automated test generation from natural language 
requirements, such as [36] or [37] , as it generates tests that are ex- 
ecutable. However, it still relies on requirements documents that are 
structured in the form of use cases. For the companies that use cases it 
would be interesting to combine this approach with GuideGen. In such 
a way, executable tests in natural language would be automatically de- 
rived from use cases and when the use cases change, GuideGen would 
automatically generate guidance on how to adapt the affected accep- 
tance tests. 
Since practitioners are often not keen on writing “code-like ” or struc- 
tured requirements, GuideGen aims at providing an approach that does 
not require practitioners to adapt the level of formalism in their require- 
ments. 
10. Conclusions
In this paper we provided a comprehensive overview of GuideGen, 
a tool-supported method for automatically generating guidance on how 
to align acceptance tests with evolving requirements. The evaluation re- 
sults show that GuideGen generates suggestions with a correctness score 
of more than 80% for real-world agile requirements and around 67% for 
traditional requirements. This indicates that our approach provides use- 
ful guidance for maintaining acceptance tests and keeping them aligned 
with the evolving requirements. Practitioners perceive GuideGen as a 
practically useful tool, which can be applicable in practice, especially to 
smaller projects. 
Based on the lessons learned in the two evaluations, we already have 
incorporated some changes in the current version of GuideGen. Other 
lessons provide directions for our future work. 
Supporting one-to-many relationships between requirements and ac- 
ceptance tests introduces the challenge of identifying which tests are 
actually affected by which changes in the requirement. The assessment 
of the two existing approaches for change impact analysis, NARCIA and 
ImpRec, showed that NARCIA could be used for change impact analysis 
with a correctness score of up to 90%, while the applicability of ImpRec 
would need to be investigated further. 
Future work. Based on the encouraging results of our experiment 
with existing change impact analysis tools, we plan to extend Guide- 
Gen such that it fully supports the case of requirements having more 
than one associated acceptance test. With this extension, GuideGen will 
be capable of generating individually tailored guidance for each of the 
affected acceptance tests. It might even be possible to highlight those 
parts within an affected acceptance test that need to be changed. 
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We also plan to make further adjustments to the notification system 
of GuideGen. 
Further, we will explore how GuideGen can be implemented as a 
plug-in for existing commercial tools for managing requirements and 
acceptance tests. As a plug-in, GuideGen could be used easily within an 
existing tool ecosystem, without significant additional effort. 
GuideGen only supports documents written in English. In the long 
run, we plan to explore how multiple languages could be supported with 
reasonable effort. 
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